
1. Topology-aware routing in struturedpeer-to-peer overlay networksMiguel Castro1, Peter Drushel2, Y. Charlie Hu3, and Antony Rowstron11 Mirosoft Researh, 7 J J Thomson Avenue, Cambridge, CB3 0FB, UK2 Rie University, 6100 Main Street, MS-132, Houston, TX 77005, USA3 Purdue University, 1285 EE Building, West Lafayette, IN 47907, USA1.1 IntrodutionStrutured peer-to-peer (p2p) overlay networks like CAN, Chord, Pastryand Tapestry [1.14, 1.20, 1.17, 1.22℄ provide a self-organizing substrate forlarge-sale p2p appliations. They an implement a salable, fault-tolerantdistributed hash table (DHT), in whih any item an be loated within asmall number of routing hops using a small per-node routing table. Thesesystems have been used in a variety of distributed appliations, inludingdistributed stores [1.7, 1.18, 1.10, 1.6℄, event noti�ation, and ontent distri-bution [1.23, 1.5, 1.9, 1.4℄.It is ritial for overlay routing to be aware of the network topology.Otherwise, eah routing hop takes a message to a node with a random loationin the Internet, whih results in high lookup delays and unneessary wide-areanetwork traÆ. While there are algorithmi similarities among eah of thesesystems, an important distintion lies in the approah they take to topology-aware routing. We present a brief omparison of the di�erent approahes thathave been proposed [1.16℄, and give an outlook on future researh diretions.1.2 State of the artIn this setion, we outline the state of the art in topology-aware routing forstrutured p2p overlays. We begin with a brief desription of four protools:Pastry, Tapestry, CAN and Chord. In all protools, nodes and objets areassigned random identi�ers (alled nodeIds and keys, respetively) from alarge, sparse id spae. A route primitive forwards a message to the live nodethat is losest in the id spae to the message's key.In Pastry, keys and nodeIds are 128 bits in length and an be thought ofas a sequene of digits in base 16. A node's routing table has about log16Nrows and 16 olumns (N is the number of nodes in the overlay). The entriesin row n of the routing table refer to nodes whose nodeIds share the �rst ndigits with the present node's nodeId. The (n+ 1)th nodeId digit of a nodein olumn m of row n equals m. The olumn in row n orresponding to thevalue of the (n + 1)th digit of the loal node's nodeId remains empty. At



2 M. Castro, P. Drushel, Y. C. Hu and A. Rowstroneah routing step in Pastry, a node normally forwards the message to a nodewhose nodeId shares with the key a pre�x that is at least one digit longerthan the pre�x that the key shares with the present node's id. If no suh nodeis known, the message is forwarded to a node whose nodeId shares a pre�xwith the key as long as the urrent node but is numerially loser to the keythan the present node's id. Eah Pastry node maintains a set of neighboringnodes in the nodeId spae (leaf set), both to loate the destination in the�nal routing hop, and to store replias of data items for fault tolerane. Theexpeted number of routing hops is less than log16N .Tapestry is very similar to Pastry but di�ers in its approah to mappingkeys to nodes in the sparsely populated id spae, and in how it managesrepliation. In Tapestry, there is no leaf set and neighboring nodes in thenamespae are not aware of eah other. When a node's routing table doesnot have an entry for a node that mathes a key's nth digit, the message isforwarded to the node in the routing table with the next higher value in thenth digit modulo 2b. This proedure, alled surrogate routing, maps keys to aunique live node if the node routing tables are onsistent. For fault tolerane,Tapestry inserts replias of data items using di�erent keys. The expetednumber of routing hops is log16N .Chord uses a irular 160 bit id spae. Unlike Pastry, Chord forwardsmessages only lokwise in the irular id spae. Instead of the pre�x-basedrouting table in Pastry, Chord nodes maintain a �nger table, onsisting ofnodeIds and IP addresses of up to 160 other live nodes. The ith entry in the�nger table of the node with nodeId n refers to the live node with the smallestnodeId lokwise from n+ 2i�1. The �rst entry points to n's suessor, andsubsequent entries refer to nodes at repeatedly doubling distanes from n.Eah node also maintains pointers to its predeessor and to its k suessorsin the id spae (the suessor list). Similar to Pastry's leaf set, this suessorlist is used to repliate objets for fault tolerane. The expeted number ofrouting hops in Chord is 12 log2N .CAN routes messages in a d-dimensional spae, where eah node main-tains a routing table with O(d) entries and any node an be reahed inO(dN1=d) routing hops. The entries in a node's routing table refer to itsneighbors in the d-dimensional spae. Unlike Pastry, Tapestry and Chord,CAN's routing table does not grow with the network size but the number ofrouting hops grows faster than logN in this ase, namely O(dN1=d).Next, we desribe and ompare the three approahes to topology-awarerouting in strutured overlay networks that have been proposed: proxim-ity routing, topology-based nodeId assignment, and proximity neighbor sele-tion [1.16℄.Proximity routing: With proximity routing, the overlay is onstrutedwithout regard for the physial network topology. But when routing a mes-sage, there are potentially several nodes in the routing table loser to themessage's key in the id spae. The idea is to selet, among this set of pos-



1. Topology-aware routing in strutured peer-to-peer overlay networks 3sible next hops, the one that is losest in the physial network or one thatrepresents a good ompromise between progress in the id spae and prox-imity. With k alternative hops in eah step, the approah an redue theexpeted delay in eah hop from the average delay between two nodes tothe average delay to the nearest among k nodes with random loations in thenetwork. The bene�ts are proportional to the value of k. Inreasing k requiresa larger routing table with orrespondingly higher overheads for maintainingthe overlay. Moreover, hoosing the lowest delay hop greedily may lead to aninrease in the total number of hops taken. While proximity routing an yieldsigni�ant improvements over a system with no topology-aware routing, itsost/bene�t ratio falls short of the other two approahes. The tehnique hasbeen used in CAN and Chord [1.14, 1.7℄.Topology-based nodeId assignment: Topology-based nodeId assign-ment attempts to map the overlay's logial id spae onto the physial networksuh that neighboring nodes in the id spae are lose in the physial network.A version of this tehnique was implemented in CAN [1.14, 1.15℄. It ahievesa delay streth (i.e., relative delay to IP) of two or less. However, the ap-proah has several drawbaks. First, it destroys the uniform population ofthe id spae, whih auses load balaning problems in the overlay. Seond,the approah does not work well in overlays that use a one-dimensional idspae (Chord, Tapestry, Pastry) beause the mapping is overly onstrained.Lastly, neighboring nodes in the id spae are more likely to su�er orrelatedfailures, whih an have impliations for robustness and seurity in protoolslike Chord and Pastry that repliate objets on neighbors in the id spae.Proximity neighbour seletion: Like the previous tehnique, proxim-ity neighbor seletion onstruts a topology-aware overlay. But instead ofbiasing the nodeId assignment, the idea is to hoose routing table entries torefer to the topologially losest node among all nodes with nodeId in thedesired portion of the id spae. The suess of this tehnique depends onthe degree of freedom an overlay protool has in hoosing routing table en-tries without a�eting the expeted number of routing hops. In pre�x-basedprotools like Tapestry and Pastry, the upper levels of the routing table al-low great freedom in this hoie, with lower levels having exponentially lesshoie. As a result, the expeted delay of the �rst hop is very low and itinreases exponentially with eah hop. Therefore, the delay of the �nal hopdominates. This leads to low delay streth, good load balaning, and loalroute onvergene [1.3℄. A limitation of this tehnique is that it does not workfor overlay protools like CAN and Chord, whih require that routing tableentries refer to spei� points in the id spae.Disussion:Proximity routing is the most light-weight tehnique beauseit does not onstrut a topology-aware overlay. But, its performane is limitedbeause it redues the expeted per-hop delay to the expeted delay to thenearest among a (usually small) number k of nodes with random loationsin the network. Inreasing k also inreases the overhead of maintaining the



4 M. Castro, P. Drushel, Y. C. Hu and A. Rowstronoverlay. With topology-aware nodeId assignment, the expeted per-hop delayan be as low as the average delay among neighboring overlay nodes in thenetwork. However, the tehnique introdues load imbalane and requires ahigh-dimensional id spae to be e�etive.Proximity-neighbor seletion an be viewed as a ompromise that pre-serves the load balane and robustness a�orded by a random nodeId as-signment but still ahieves a small onstant delay streth. In a full-lengthversion of this paper [1.3℄, we show that: proximity neighbor seletion an beimplemented in Pastry and Tapestry with low overhead; it ahieves ompa-rable delay streth to topology-based nodeId assignment without sari�ingload balaning or robustness; and it has additional route onvergene proper-ties that failitate eÆient ahing and group ommuniation in the overlay.Moreover, we on�rm these results via simulations on two large-sale Internettopology models, and via measurements in a small Internet testbed.Experiene shows that topology-aware routing is ritial for appliationperformane. Without it, eah routing hop inurs wide-area network traÆand has an average delay equal to the average delay between nodes in theInternet.1.3 Future researh diretionsLarge-sale simulations using Internet topology models and small-sale In-ternet testbed experiments show the e�etiveness of topology-aware routingin p2p overlays. However, given the omplexity of the Internet, larger-saleexperiments on the live Internet are neessary to on�rm these results andre�ne the algorithms. In the near term, we expet the PlanetLab e�ort [1.1℄to provide a medium-sale testbed for this purpose. Longer term, it will beneessary to deploy an appliation that is able to attrat a very large userommunity. It is urrently an open question whether proximity neighbor se-letion an be applied to CAN and Chord, or if equally e�etive tehniquesexist that work in CAN and Chord.Topology-aware routing is urrently able to ahieve an average delaystreth of 1.4 to 2.2, depending on the Internet topology model. A questionis whether this �gure an be improved further in a ost-e�etive manner.One possible approah is to diretly exploit Internet topology informationfrom IP or BGP routing tables, or via limited manual on�guration. TheBroade e�ort [1.21℄ adds hierarhy to Tapestry, where manually on�guredsupernodes route messages among intra-AS Tapestry overlays. However, theperformane results are not signi�antly better than those reported with aat Pastry overlay [1.3℄, and supernodes make self-organization, load balane,and seurity more diÆult.Beyond topology-aware routing, many signi�ant researh hallenges re-main in the area of p2p overlays. In many environments, p2p overlays andthe appliations built upon them must be tolerant of partiipating nodes
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